The low-level interpretation of images provides constraints on 3-D surface shape at multiple resolutions, but typically only at scattered locations over the visual field. Sparse constraints from many sources collect into visible-surface representations where, as a precursor to higher-level visual tasks, intermediate-level processing reconstructs multiscale surface shape information at every image point. This paper develops a computational theory of visible-surface representations. The visible-surface reconstruction process that computes these quantitative representations unifies formal solutions to the key problems of 1) integrating multiscale constraints on surface depth and orientation from multiple visual sources, 2) interpolating dense, piecewise smooth surfaces from these constraints, 3) detecting surface depth and orientation discontinuities to impose boundary conditions on interpolation, and 4) structuring large-scale, distributed surface representations to achieve computational eftkiency. Visible-surface reconstruction is an inverse problem. A well-posed variational formulation results from the use of a controlled-continuity surface model. Discontinuity detection amounts to the identification of this generic model's distributed parameters from the data. Finite element shape primitives yield a local discretization of the variational principle. The result is an emcient algorithm for visible-surface reconstruction. The algorithm deploys numerical relaxation in multigrid hierarchies and is suited to implementation on massively parallel networks of locally interconnected processors. Several applications contribute to an empirical evaluation of the framework.
configurations of visible surfaces. Visible-surface representations may be the basis of surface perception and they can provide quantitative information vital to higher-level surface analysis and object recognition tasks [40] . This paper develops a computational approach to intermediate-level vision: The visible-sut$uce reconstruction process proposed for generating and dynamically updating visible-surface representations, a generalization of the distributed, data-driven algorithm developed in [5 11, uni- fies the following four computational goals [52] . I ) Integration: The visible-surface reconstruction process integrates local surface shape constraints from multiple sources and it fuses this information across multiple scales of resolution. The human visual system provides evidence for the importance of integration. It copes with a broad range of spatial structure in natural scenes by generating multiscale surface shape constraints through multiple spatial frequency channels [ l l]. Moreover, it coordinates two categories of low-level shape estimation processes [40] : The first, "correspondence" processes such as stereopsis and structure-from-motion, typically involves multiple image frames separated by relatively small space-time intervals. Correspondence processes triangulate interframe spatiotemporal disparities between corresponding surface features to derive depth constraints-estimates of range from the viewer to positions on visible surfaces. The second category comprises the "shape-from" processes, which can operate on single image frames. By accounting for the projective distortion of imaged surface properties such as shading, texture, and bounding contours, these processes derive orientation constraints-estimates of local surface attitude relative to the viewer. The visible-surface reconstruction process resolves ambiguities, and it counteracts the detrimental effects of noise and inaccuracies by integrating multiresolution depth and orientation constraints.
2) Interpolation: The visible-surface reconstruction process continuously propagates the integrated shape information into regions lacking shape constraints. Image representations make explicit certain local features (edges, markings, texture boundaries, etc .) correlated to salient events on physical surfaces. Since these features do not occur densely over the visual field, constraints generated by the low-level shape estimation processes will also be scattered over a subset of image points. The human visual 0162-8828/88/0700-0417$01 .OO O 1988 IEEE a set of noise corrupted surface shape estimates (i.e., constraints) { c, } which can be expressed using the notation c, = 2, [ Z ( " ? Y ) ] + € 1 , (1) where C, denotes measurement functionals of Z ( x , y ) and E , denotes associated measurement errors, An abstract system, however, systematically interprets sparse visual stimuli, such as random dot stereograms (see Fig. l) , as dense, coherent 3-D surfaces, even when the dot density is reduced so that depth is indeterminate over as much as 98 percent of the visible surface area (see, e.g., the psychophysical study [lg] ). The interpolatory action of the visible-surface reconstruction process accounts for this phenomenon of 'Ifilling in the gaps." 3) Discontinuities: The visible-surface reconstruction process collects into discontinuity maps all low-level information about surface discontinuities, including intensity, texture, and motion boundary fragments. The process autonomously refines these maps, detecting and localizing additional surface discontinuities. Perceptually crucial are depth discontinuities, typically contours along which a surface in the scene occludes itself or another surface, as well as orientation discontinuities along creases or cusps of a continuous surface. Accordingly, random dot stereograms not only give impressions of coherent surfaces, but they also elicit vivid percepts of surface discontinuities at abrupt disparity changes (see Fig.  1 ). The refined discontinuity maps computed by the visible-surface reconstruction process provide (dynamic) boundary conditions which limit the interpolation of shape constraints.
4) Eficiency:
The visible-surface reconstruction process must efficiently produce large quantities of numerical shape information. Visible-surface representations form and evolve in real time, in spite of the immense computational burden associated with surface reconstruction at foveal resolution. Massive, fine-grained parallelism appears to be the most viable computational architecture for this purpose. However, a characteristic limitation of massively parallel hardware is the lack of high bandwidth connections except between neighboring processors. The consequent propagation delays, however, can severely hamper global exchange of information across large visual representations. The visible-surface reconstruction process overcomes this potential inefficiency by employing multiresolution relaxation within a hierarchy of surface representations each attuned to a range of spatial scales [51] , [ S I .
11. MATHEMATICAL BASIS OF VISIBLE-SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION Let the true distance from the viewer to visible surfaces be represented as z = Z ( x , y ) , a function of the image coordinates x and y . Low-level visual processes generate statement of the visible-surface reconstruction problem is: reconstruct from the available constraints { ci } the depth function Z ( x , y ) along with an explicit representation of its discontinuities over the visual field.
A. Regularizing the Inverse Problem
Visible-surface reconstruction is a nontrivial inverse problem. First, coincident but slightly inconsistent shape estimates from different visual processes will locally overdetermine surface shape. Second, sparse constraints scattered over the visual field restrict surface shape locally, but do not determine it uniquely everywhere; there remain infinitely many feasible surfaces. Third, shape estimates are subject to errors, and high spatial frequency additive noise, regardless how small its (RMS) amplitude, can locally perturb the surface (orientation) radically.
The inverse problem is ill-posed because the above three considerations preclude any prior guarantee that the solution will exist, or that it will be unique, or that it will be stable with respect to measurement errors. The regularization method [57], [44] , [56] provides a systematic approach to reformulating this ill-posed inverse problem as a well-posed and effectively solvable variational principle.
Let X be a linear space of admissible functions. Let S ( U ) be a stabilizing functional which measures the (lack of) smoothness of a function U E X. Let 6( U ) be a penalty functional on X which provides a measure of the discrepancy between U and the given constraints. The regularized visible-surface reconstruction problem is formulated according to the following variational principle VPl: Find U E X such that
V € X where the energy functional
I ( U ) = S ( U ) + @ ( U ) .
The solution U ( x , y ) characterizes the best reconstruction of the depth function Z ( x , y ) as the smoothest admissible function U E X which is most compatible with the available constraints. When the solution exists, it satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equations which express the necessary condition for the minimum as the vanishing of the first variational derivative 6, of the energy functional:
The next two sections examine S ( U ) and 6 ( U ) .
B. A Controlled-Continuity Surface Model
To accomplish the reconstruction, the stabilizing functional imposes generic continuity conditions on functions admissible as possible solutions. Such conditions are tenable inasmuch as the coherence of matter tends to give rise to continuous or smooth surfaces relative to the viewing distance over some spatial resolution range.
Controlled-continuity stabilizers which provide local control over the continuity of the solution enable the problem to be regularized while preserving surface discontinuities. The controlled-continuity stabilizer of order 2 in two dimensions suffices in reconstructing nominally C' continuous surfaces (continuously varying surface normal) along with explicit depth and orientation discontinuities. The stabilizer is given by where Q C (R2 denotes the image domain, and p(x, y ) and 7 (x, y ) are real-valued weighting functions whose range is [0, 11. Assuming natural (i.e., free) boundary conditions on aQ, the variational derivative of ( 5 ) in the interior of Q is given by (3) , the values of the continuity controlfunctions p ( x , y ) and ~( x , y ) at any point (x, y ) E Q determine the local continuity of u(x, y ) at that point: lim7(x,v) +o S,, ( U ) locally characterizes a membrane spline, a CO surface that need only be continuous; lim,(,,,,, S,,( U ) locally characterizes a thin-plate spline, a C' surface which is continuous and has continuous first derivatives; limp(x,y) ,o S,,( U ) characterizes a locally discontinuous surface.' Intermediate values of p ( x , y ) and ~( x , y ) locally characterize a hybrid C' "thin-plate surface under tension," where p ( z , y ) is a spatially varying surface "cohesion" and [ 1 -~( x , y ) ] is the spatially varying surface "tension" [53] , [56] .
Hence, the continuity control functions p (x, y ) and ~( x , y ) constitute an explicit representation of depth and orientation discontinuities, respectively, over the visual field Q . A subsequent section examines the automatic identification of these functions to estimate discontinuities unknown a priori but implicit in the data { ci } .
C. A Penalty Functional
Euclidean norm A reasonable penalty functional for ( 3 ) is the weighted
'To have the intended effect on the continuity of the solution u(x, y ) to V P I , p ( x , y ) and ~( x , y ) must vanish on a set of nonzero measure. In the discrete formulation of the problem (see below) the finite element surface primitives automatically provide the necessary finite support.
where the a, are nonnegative real-valued constraint parameters. For CY, = l / Xu; with X a proportionality factor, this functional is in fact optimal for independently distributed measurement errors E , in (1) with zero means and variances U : .
Measurement functionals for surface reconstruction may be synthesized from point evaluation of generalized kth- = p(,,,,, ) , for i E P , and the set c, = U , (x, , y, ) + E , = q(x,,y,), for i E Q. It is straightforward to synthesize additional functionals-e.g., involving directional or higher-order derivatives (for curvature constraints, etc .).
The penalty functional used in the sequel is written as where the a, parameters are now distinguished as a&, ap,, and aq,.
D. Physical Interpretation
A physical model of variational principle VPZ is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The controlled-continuity stabilizer models an elastic surface whose energy of deformation S,,( U ) compels its shape to vary smoothly almost everywhere (but not at discontinuities). Constraints apply forces in the z direction which deflect the surface from its nominally planar state; the penalty functional 6 ( U ) is the total deformation energy of a set of ideal springs attached to the constraints. The infrastructure of scattered depth constraints determine the deflection u(x, y ) of the elastic surface at equilibrium, as illustrated by Fig. 2(a) . The height of the constraint encodes the magnitude of the local depth estimate. The tightness of each constraint is controlled by the associated spring stiffness a d i . Fig. 2(b) illustrates an orientation constraint coercing the local surface normal; the constraint parameters ap, and aq, control the spring stiffness. tions U that it maps to zero is at worst (for the thin-plate case, T = 0) the space of all polynomials over (R' of degree one or less [56] . The penalty functional 6 ( U ) will make CpT( U ) a norm, however, provided it at least constrains X to a unique linear polynomial. This will be the case if C i includes evaluation functionals at 3 points defining a unique linear polynomial (an X-unisolvent set).
It is possible to prove the following [53]:
The solution u ( x , y ) to VPI will exist, be unique, and stable given at least three noncolinear depth constraints, or two depth constraints and a single p or q constraint, a single depth constraint and a single p and q constraint, or a single p and q constraint with the "center of gravity" of the surface fixed. least one of these conditions is satisfied in practice, or due to the large number of constraints typically provided by the low-level shape estimation processes (the center of gravity can be constrained when necessary). Thus the visible-surface reconstruction problem VPI is well-posed in practice: hence, for preset p (x, y ) and ~( x , y ) the plate/ spring system possesses a unique state of stable equilibrium-the minimal energy state u ( x , y ) .
IDENTIFICATION OF SURFACE DISCONTINUITIES
It is natural to view the problem of detecting surface discontinuities as one of distributed parameter identification within a variational formulation of visible-surface reconstruction [56] (distributed parameter identification is a problem of widespread interest [45] , [ 161) . The parameter functions to be identified (estimated from the available data) are the continuity control functions p (x, y ) and ~( x , y ) in the stabilizer (5) . The present section proposes two estimation procedures which dynamically adjust the controlled-continuity model during surface reconstruction such that its continuity becomes consistent with discontinuities implied by the data. The first procedure detects discontinuities by locally monitoring sharp deflections in the evolving surface. The second extends variational principle VPI to govern the estimation of discontinuities according to generic shape constraints. an implicit depth discontinuity. The constraints on either side of the discontinuity impart opposing bending moments, thus causing a surface inflection indicated by a sign change in the total bending moment. This can form the basis of a validation test for determining those neighborhoods of a solution where the continuity assumption is invalid. Note also how the surface overshoots the constraints because its smoothness opposes the sudden jump in depth. The spurious inflections are relatively weak and they may be rejected using a significance measure associated with the validation test. A technically suitable measure having some psychophysical justification may be based on the depth gradient at an inflection. should be large enough to reject weak inflections, while no1 so conservative as to miss many true depth discontinuities. A possible criterion for choosing td is suggested by Panum's limiting case; i.e., when a tilted surface begins to occlude itself from one eye, causing stereopsis to fail. A tighter criterion is the roughly isotropic disparity gradient limit between fusion and diplopia of approximately 1 (only half the Panum limit), as measured by Burt and Julesz [15] . An analogous local validation test is devised for orientation discontinuities. Relative extrema of the bending moment (local extrema of curvature) localize orientation discontinuities. The associated significance criterion requires the magnitude of the total bending moment 1 M ( x , y ) I of the surface to exceed a (high curvature) limit to.
The sign of a bending moment extremum indicates the sense of the orientation discontinuity; negative indicates a concave crease, and positive, a convex crease. The local validation procedure for reconstructing piecewise continuous surfaces is as follows. the reconstruction by solving VP1. 4) Repeat steps 2) and 3) with decreasing td and to.
Step 4) sets up an iterative continuation cycle for solving VP1, where steps 2) and 3) continue using the surface resulting from the immediately preceding step (here, (4) becomes a quasilinear equation due to the dependence of p and 7 not only on position but also on partial derivatives of U). It is wasteful to compute each approximation to high accuracy, since it serves only as an initial condition toward computing a better approximation over the succeeding cycle.
The local validation procedure is reminiscent of the common practice of detecting intensity edges in image functions by applying thresholded local difference operations. Since a local edge operator, such as a Laplacian, is easily corrupted by noise, a smoothing prefilter is usually applied to the image to improve the response. S,, has an analogous smoothing effect on scattered, noisy shape constraints (standard low-pass filters, such as Gaussians, are inapplicable to irregular samples). While regularization based smoothing permits the reliable computation of numerical derivatives in continuous regions [%] , the smoothing property of the tentative surface computed in step 1) tends to obscure subtle discontinuities [56]. This problem is also typical of smoothing edge detection operators [39].
B. Discontinuity Identijication by Variational Continuity Con tro 1
The second discontinuity identification approach embeds VP1 within an outer variational principle which estimates the continuity control parameters p (x, y ) and ~( x , y ) . The surface is permitted to crease and fracture in order to reduce the total energy below the minimum obtainable with a globally C' surface. This resolves the conflict between discontinuity identification and regularization smoothing.
Variational continuity control is formulated in terms of the following variational problem:
VP2: Find U , p * , and 7* such that
P , 7 where
(10)
Assuming suitable continuity, u ( x , y ) , p * ( x , y ) , and 
with suitable boundary conditions on aQ.
The functional D( p , 7 ) maps p ( x , y ) and 7(x, y ) into a nonnegative energy. Its role in the outer problem is analogous to that of SpT( U ) in the inner problem VP1: it serves as a stabilizer for estimating the continuity control functions from the available surface shape constraints. Locally reducing the smoothness of the surface will reduce its resistance to sudden deflections imposed by the data and hence release potential energy; i.e., from ( 5 ) , S,,( U ) considered as a function of (U, p , 7 ) decreases as 1 Sn p ( x , y ) dx dy and 1 So ~( x , y ) dx dy decrease. The introduction of discontinuities must be penalized, however, because p ( x , y ) = 0 everywhere would trivially minimize the energy. The penalty can simply increase monotonically according to a total discontinuity measure; e.g.,
where pd and Po are positive energy scaling parameters for the depth and orientation discontinuity contributions, respectively.
More interestingly, D ( p , 7 ) can express a predisposition for discontinuities arranged along piecewise continuous contours in the x -y plane (making allowances with regard to the condition in footnote 1). An appealing formulation is in terms of curvilinear controlled-continuity constraints; for instance, the curvilinear analog of Spr, where s denotes arc length along contours c ( s ) = [ x ( s ) , y ( s ) ] in C, a collection of discontinuity contours. Here, locally zeroing &, allows break points, while locally zeroing 0, allows tangent discontinuity points to form in the contours. Again, these events require energy penalties. Naturally, +he embedded structure of the variational continuity control problem reflects the recursive embedding of visual singularitiesfrom surfaces to contours to points (see [56]).
Although the inner energy functional GpT( U ) has a unique minimum for$xed p and 7 (it is quadratic, convex, and positive definite, given the conditions of Section II-E), this will certainly not be the case for G ( U , p , 7 ) in (10) which permits variation in the continuity control functions. Embedded variational problems such as VP2 are nonconvex typically and may be nondifferentiable (e.g., when the distributed parameters do not vary continuously; for instance, their range is the binary set { 0, 1 }).
The rigorous treatment of such problems is the goal of nondifferentiable analysis and nonconvex optimization theory [46], [17], and is beyond the scope of the present paper. Although applicable, neither deterministic subgradient-type methods nor stochastic optimization techniques [2 I] have been attempted here. Instead, a discrete continuation approach is taken to solving the variational continuity control problem [61] . A subsequent section proposes an iterative procedure which efficiently computes good, although not necessarily optimal solutions.
IV. THE DISCRETE SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION PROBLEM A closed-form solution to the variational principle for visible-surface reconstruction is infeasible due to the irregular occurrence of constraints and discontinuities. Consequently, the continuous problem is approximated by a discrete variational principle whose solution may be computed numerically. To this end, the finite element method [49], [63] is an attractive local approximation technique [5 11. As piecewise shape primitives defined in the viewer-centered coordinate system of visible-surface representations, finite elements are computationally compatible with the local depth and orientation constraints provided by the various shape estimation processes and they readily accommodate the irregular occurrence of constraints and discontinuities.
Although it is possible to discrete this problem using a variety of finite elements, including irregularly shaped isoparametric elements, the discretization will follow a regular Cartesian sampling pattern typical of images. The domain n C @i2 (assumed rectangular without loss of generality) is tessellated into square element subdomains with sides of length h . Nodes are located at subdomain corners where they are shared by adjacent subdomains. This results in a uniform Cartesian array of nodes that is well suited to VLSI implementation. The size h of the elements is adjustable so as to yield a one-to-one mapping between nodes and image pixels, as well as a geometric progression of coarser mappings. The nodes { ih, j h } n n are indexed by ( i , j ) f o r i = 1 , -* , N f a n d j = 1, . . . , NIT, where N t and N: are the number of nodes along the x and y axes, respectively.
The nodal variable v : ,~ = U ( ih, j h ) denotes the unknown displacement, or depth, at node (i, j ). Taken together, the N h = N(: X N t nodal variables form the vector v h E @iNh, to be determined by solving the discrete variational principle. Similarly, nodal parameters p:,j = p (ih, j h ) and = r ( ih, j h ) represent the continuity control functions, and it is natural to interpret them as together comprising a discontinuity map in registration with the reconstructed surface.
A . The Discrete Equations
The reconstructed surface is represented by an assembly of square (nonconforming) finite elements E [S 11, each of which is a six-point full quadratic interpolant [see (24)].
v determines the local interpolants which explicitly represent depth and orientation everywhere over the surface.
The element leads to the following 0 ( h ) finite difference type formulas for the required partial derivatives at node
Substitution of (15) along with the piecewise constant approximation p (x, y ) = pf,j and 7 ( x , y ) = T ! ,~ into (5), and noting that the area of each element is h 2 , yields the discrete functional .
Assuming a one-to-one mapping between nodes and image pixels, the constraints coincide with nodes ( i , j ) of the grid (but not all nodes need be constrained-note, the general case of a constraint occurring arbitrarily within an element domain E may be handled easily). To obtain a discrete expression for 6 ( U ) , collect the nodes at which the various constraints occur in three sets; the set (i, j ) E D at which depth constraints dF,j occur, and the sets (i, j ) E P and ( i, j ) E Q at which orientation constraints p!,j and q!.j occur. Using symmetric difference approximations the discrete form of (8) becomes
The energy-minimizing vector of nodal displacements U satisfies the equilibrium condition
V€E7(uh) = V S : T (~h )
+ V P h ( u h ) = 0, (18) where V is the gradient operator [cf. ( 4 ) ] . This generally nonlinear system of simultaneous equations reduces to a linear system for fixed p:,; and T : ,~ (i.e., for preset discontinuities), because €ET ( U ) is a quadratic form in the U tj.
The basic, discrete surface reconstruction problem amounts to solving these nodal equations for U ' . The remaining orientation constraint terms of (21) yield the orientation constraint molecules and associated factors shown in Fig. 5(b) . Now visualize the formation of nodal equations as molecular summation, where the basic molecules combine at the central node ( i , j ) with coincident atoms summing together. Discontinuities, however, require molecular inhibition: if ( i , j ) is a discontinuity, pLltJ or q:,J or both are zero, which inhibits the summation of certain molecules. Specifically: 1 ) Plate, depth constraint, and orientation constraint molecules sum at nondiscontinuity nodes.
2 ) Membrane and depth constraint molecules sum at orientation discontinuity nodes.
3) Orientation discontinuities inhibit plate and orientation constraint molecules.
4 ) Depth discontinuities inhibit all basic molecules. At an interior node ( i , j ), summation leads to the composite nodal molecules illustrated in Fig. 6. If node ( i , j ) is also a depth constraint, the depth constraint molecule and associated constraint factor sum with the nodal molecule for equation ( i , j ) shown in Fig. 6(a) . Similarly, Discretizing u ( x , y ) , p(x, y ) , and 7 ( x , y ) over the same grid of nodes is convenient for expressing the nodal equation. However, it is more natural to position depth discontinuities on the links half way between nodes p;,, = p ( k h + ( h / 2 ) , lh + ( h / 2 ) ) , since u : ,~ is undefined at a depth discontinuity. Orientation discontinuities can remain coincident with nodes 7 t j = 7 ( ih, j h ) (since u t j is defined at an orientation discontinuity). Generally, a discontinuity inhibits a molecule if it coincides with a constituent atom or link.
Variants of the above summation and inhibition rules are possible. One useful alternative is to create horizontal or vertical depth discontinuities by introducing adjacent orientation discontinuities that inhibit only the "( -2)-(4)-( -2)" molecules in Fig. 4 .
C. Nodal Computations and Multiresolution Relaxation
The system of nodal equations features computationally desirable properties: its matrix becomes positive definite [for fixed p ( x , y ) and 7(x, y ) ] as soon as the available constraints satisfy the conditions for a well-posed problem. Moreover, the matrix is sparse (entries predominantly zero), banded, and symmetric, due to the local support of the finite element representation. However, its size N h X N h may become extremely large, since the number of pixels N h in typical images can range from lo4 to lo6 or greater. This combination of properties suggests the application of iterative techniques which exploit sparsity, such as relaxation methods [32] .
A parallel (Jacobi-type) nodal relaxation computation at node ( i , j ) may be written as follows:
where the bracketed superscripts contain the iteration index and w is a (time) step size. The aforementioned molecular summation and inhibition rules fully automate the node-by-node construction of the bracketed term in this local-support computation. The computation is spatially 
V. EXPERIMENTS WITH THE ALGORITHM
The multiresolution visible-surface reconstruction algorithm was tested on a variety of data sets including synthetic data, structured light (laser) rangefinder data, automated stereopsis and photometric stereo data from natural images, and digital terrain model data. This section presents selected results ([53] contains more examples and further details). For all the examples presented, the intralevel process was Gauss-Seidel relaxation and the algorithm was started from zero initial approximations on all the levels. Discontinuity maps have preset borders of depth discontinuities to introduce natural (free) boundary conditions.
A. Experiments Involving Preset Discontinuities
Synthetic Data: The first two examples illustrate multiresolution, piecewise continuous surface reconstructions from randomly placed depth constraints and prescribed discontinuities. Fig. 9 presents the reconstruction of a circular shell and Fig. 10 presents the reconstruction of stacked circular planes. Fig. 11 shows the reconstruction from orientation constraints of a pyramidal surface with orientation discontinuities. Fig. 12 presents the reconstruction of a hemispherical surface from scattered orientation constraints. Since it is impossible to determine absolute depth solely from Orientation constraints, a relative-depth reconstruction results, with the center of gravity of the reconstructed surface resting near the x -y plane. However, the integration of depth constraints with orientation constraints determines the absolute depth of the surface, as illustrated by Fig. 13 . The constraint values in this latter example are corrupted by uniformly distributed noise. With the constraint parameters chosen, the surface is slightly bumpy on the finest level; the bumpiness can be reduced by decreasing the constraint parameter values (loosening the springs of the physical model). Photometric Stereo Dura: The surface reconstruction algorithm provides a noise resistant technique for computing depth from the surface orientation data provided by photometric stereo [62] . This is demonstrated using the image of a toroid (Fig. 15) . The photometric stereo data shown (generated by a program implemented at MIT by K. Ikeuchi) were introduced as orientation constraints on a two-level algorithm. Aside from sporadic missing data, the constraints on the coarse level are dense, while only every other node on the fine level is a constraint. Fig.  15(c) shows the reconstructed toroid.
Correlation-Based Stereo Data: Fig. 16(a) shows a stereopair that was input to the correlation-based stereo program described in [36] . level were introduced as input to the multiresolution algorithm on three coarser levels. Relatively small constraint parameter values were chosen in order to counteract the false matches and noise present in the disparity data. Fig. 16(c) shows the reconstructions on the three coarsest levels as 3-D plots (the finest level was too dense to render as a wire frame surface). Fig. 16(d) shows isoelevation contour maps of the solution on all levels. Fig. 17(b) shows the output of the program. Disparity information is available only along zero crossing contours at the three finest scales. This disparity data were input to a four-level surface reconstruction algorithm, with the constraints on the coarsest level derived by averaging the constraints from the next finer level. Fig. 17(c) shows the reconstructions on the three coarsest levels as 3-D plots. Fig. 17(d) shows isoelevation contour maps of the solution on a l l levels.
Digital Terruiti Mup Dtrtu: Fig. 18 presents the application of a four-level surface reconstruction algorithm to contoured terrain elevation data. The data was generated by J . Mahoney, using a digitizing tablet to trace manually the isoelevation contours in a map of the Black River Gorges (published by the UK Ministry of Defense). Fig.  18(b) shows contour plots of the reconstructed terrain on all levels. The elevations of the reconstructed contours are chosen halfway between the original constraint contours of Fig. 18(a) to avoid favorable bias. The reconstructed contours are somewhat smoother than the contours in the published map. The jaggedness introduced by manual digitization has been reduced: the constraint parameters regulate the smoothing. Fig. l8(c) shows shaded images of the reconstructed terrain. Comparison of terrain reconstructions using the controlled-continuity model against reconstructions using a simpler membrane spline model (Laplacian smoothing) indicates that the latter generally suRers from insufficient smoothness and produces Rat spots across terrain peaks (see also 191). 
Experiments
When all discontinuities are preset, the discontinuity map, p:.j = p ( i h , j h ) and T:, = ~( i h , j h ) , comprises a fixed part of the input data. More generally, some or all of the discontinuities are unknown, so the discontinuity map undergoes refinement during surface reconstruction. The following experiments involve the automatic identification of surface discontinuities, first by local validation, followed by variational continuity control (refer to Section 111).
Local Validation: Fig. 19 illustrates the application of the local validation method to a random dot stereogram. Fig. 19(b) shows the depth constraints generated by a three-channel version of the feature-based stereo program [29] . The discontinuities identified using one cycle of local validation are superimposed onto the final disparity maps in Fig. 19(c) . Fig. 19(d)-(g) illustrates the steps of the local validation method in more detail. Fig. 20 illustrates a similar experiment using an aerial view stereopair. The results demonstrate the feasibility of identifying significant discontinuities using local validation, but the interpolation process can be seen ''leaking" through gaps due to undetected discontinuities. No single value of the global limit t d can be expected to produce perfect results, especially with natural imagery. As was suggested in Section 111-A, however, decreasing the disparity gradient limit in a sequence of cycles, iterating to near-equlibrium each time, will elicit increasingly shallow discontinuities.
Variational Continuity Control: Variational continuity control involves a similar multistep strategy guided by the energy functional E ( U , p , 7 ) in VP2. The present imple- whcre D(i, and Oii, are relative potential cner, cries of local discontinuity configurations in the depth and orientation discontinuity maps. respectively. Fig. 2 1 illustrates some con fi g u rat ions and as soc i a ted e ne rg i e s chose n he u ri s t ically to favor the formation of continuous and smoothly curving discontinuity contours; higher energies are assigned to i so I a ted disco n t i n u it i e s. term i nation s. s harp bends. junctions, and discontinuity clumps ( 2 5 1.
The strategy for "solving" VP2 is 21s follows: The outer iteration consists of 1 j each continuity control parameter pi!, or ~j j , (in parallel) flips its value in { 0. 1 } if this rcduces the energy E" ( I O ) . then 3 ) given the updated p i ' , or 7/1,. the basic surface reconstruction algorithm obtains the unique minimum of the inner functional ( 1 1). First. the outer itcrution identifies depth discontinuities. with 6;; initially set to a high value (to heavily penalize fracture). then gradually lowered. Next, the outer iteration identifies orientation discontinuities with 0:: decreasing in the same way. Orientation discontinuity identification is delayed. otherwise the small surface inflections occurring near undetected depth discontinuities (see Fig. 3 ) are easily misconstrued as orientation discontinuities, which retards the optimization process. Fig. 22 illustrates the variational continuity control approach using a synthetic
The above describes a continuation procedure (6 I ] for solving VP2. in which 3:; and 13:: serve as continuation variables. VP2 becomes increasingly convex-i.e.. simpler-for larger values of these variables. By gradually example. 
B. Discontinuity IdentiJcation Experiments
When all discontinuities are preset, the discontinuity map, pjf, = p ( i h , j h ) and r:, = 7 ( ih, j h ) , comprises a fixed part of the input data. More generally, some or all of the discontinuities are unknown, so the discontinuity map undergoes refinement during surface reconstruction. The following experiments involve the automatic identification of surface discontinuities, first by local validation, followed by variational continuity control (refer to Section 111).
Local Validation: Fig. 19 illustrates the application of the local validation method to a random dot stereogram. Fig. 19(b) shows the depth constraints generated by a three-channel version of the feature-based stereo program [29] . The discontinuities identified using one cycle of local validation are superimposed onto the (C) final disparity maps in Fig. 19(c) . Fig. 19(d)-(g) illustrates the steps of the local validation method in more detail. Fig. 20 illustrates a similar experiment using an aerial view stereopair. The results demonstrate the feasibility of identifying significant discontinuities using local validation, but the interpolation process can be seen "leaking" through gaps due to undetected discontinuities. No single value of the global limit t d can be expected to produce perfect results, especially with natural imagery. As was suggested in Section 111-A, however, decreasing the disparity gradient limit in a sequence of cycles, iterating to near-equlibrium each time, will elicit increasingly shallow discontinuities.
Variational Continuity Control: Variational continuity control involves a similar multistep strategy guided by the energy functional G ( U , p , 7 ) in VP2. The present imple- Although it has achieved the global optimum of VP2 in Fig. 22(h) , the continuation procedure can generally be expected to yield good, although not necessarily optimal solutions. Its deterministic nature and efficiency are attractive.
VI. DISCUSSION This paper has developed a computational theory of visible-surface representations. The visible-surface reconstruction process which implements the theory provides a uniform treatment of integration, interpolation, discontinuities, and efficiency, the four computational goals outlined in the introduction. The concluding discussion surveys research directly relevant to the computation of decreasing /32 and / 3: : , a trajectory is followed from the computation may be concentrated at nodes near modified optimum of the simple problem towards a satisfactory discontinuities). Increasingly accurate discontinuities "solution" to the difficult, nonconvex target problem emerge as 0 : and 0; decrease. Once a true discontinuity another implementation of this multiresolution surface reconstruction algorithm. An efficient multigrid algorithm for reconstructing surfaces from shaded monocular images is described in [ S I . A concurrent multigrid coordination strategy which solves a coupled, multilevel version of the variational principle is developed in 1541; the approach is well suited to massively parallel hardware because it maintains simultaneous processor activity in all levels.
B. Research Directions
Alternative organizations of shape information in visible-surface representations are worthy of further study. One possible variant is a relative shape representation, where only the coarsest grid contains absolute depth and orientation values, while each finer grid contains increasingly detailed perturbations relative to the sum of these values over all coarser grids. Surface structure parsimoniously decomposes into the hierarchy of finite element subspaces of the multiresolution representation (roughly analogous to a Fourier decomposition). A relative shape representation may simplify the multigrid relaxation algorithm by enabling the levels to run virtually independently of one another (see [53, Ch. 111 for a detailed discussion). Another representation of interest is the explicit depth/slope representation proposed in [33] .
The coupling of visual constraints to the surface model requires further analysis. The surface model can be related to expectations regarding the class of admissible surfaces, and a connection exists between the constraint parameters ai and the statistical properties of noise or inaccuracy in the data [56]. Assuming that low-level visual processes can associate a confidence or variance estimate with each shape constraint, it appears possible to systematically assign appropriate values to the constraint parameters. In particular, cross validation techniques [60] may provide a means of setting X -' [refer to text after (7)] to optimally tune the smoothness of the reconstructed surface according to the noise present in the data.
The arbitration of visible-surface reconstruction by higher-level processes has received insufficient attention. Among other important functions, an arbitrator could deal with occasional outliers or massively inconsistent data by nullifying individual or entire sets of constraint parameters. The straightforward treatment of a particular kind of rivalry, that due to transparent surfaces is described in [53, Ch. 111. The arbitrator monitors the approximation error betwen reconstructed surface and shape constraints over broad areas. An excessive error triggers a grouping process which clusters constraints. Multiple surfaces are then reconstructed over the same region, one for each homogeneous constraint population.
The line processes used in the discontinuity detection experiments are rather primitive. Zucker and Parent [65] employ a more sophisticated discrete encoding of local orientation in a relaxation labeling algorithm for contour detection in images. It appears possible to employ a similar encoding in the estimation of surface discontinuities by variational continuity control via VP2. A continuous encoding of the local orientations of curvilinear boundary elements appears even more desirable, but introduces additional real-valued nodal parameters in the discontinuity map.
Analog computation by electrical networks [35] is an attractive approach to generating visible-surface representations. The major advantages of large analog networks are fault tolerance, noise dissipation, and very rapid settling to steady-state (within a few network time constants). Lumped analog networks may be designed systematically whose steady-state voltages and currents represent quantities of interest in variational formulations of visual problems such as surface reconstruction [53], [44] , [37] , [33] . The network design process parallels finite element discretization; one or more electrical devices may be used to simulate the physical properties of each finite element [63] . Resistance networks for computing first order and second order spline interpolants are shown in Fig. 23 .
It remains to explore ensuing processes that generate stable higher-level shape descriptions which are better tuned to object recognition. The visible-surface representation comprises only an intermediate, viewer-centered description of the 3-D surfaces in scenes, and the goal of subsequent processing is to abstract a rich set of objectcentered features that are stable through viewpoint changes. This goal begins with visible-su~ace analysis, which is facilitated by the dense, quantitative shape information provided by visible-surface representations. This topic is considered further.
A promising approach to visible-surface analysis is to apply concepts from differential geometry [20]. For instance, according to the fundamental theorem of the local theory of surfaces (Bonnet), the analytic study of a sur- face consists of the study of its two fundamental forms; i.e., the six fundamental tensor coefficients (not all independent) as functions of the two independent parame- A tangent vector is given by dx = xl du' + x2 du2 = xi du', where the Einstein summation convention is used for an index occurring both as a superscript and subscript in a product. The first fundamental form is Z = dx . x = xi xi for i, j = 1, 2 are the first fundamental (metric) tensor coefficients. The unit normal vector is n = x, x x2/I x, X x2 1, and its differential is the vector dn = ni du'. The second fundamental form is I1 = d x n = xii n du' duJ = bii dui duj, where b, = xu n for i, j = 1, 2 are the second fundamental tensor coefficients.
For the viewer-centered parameterization U' = x' = x and u2 = x 2 = y , the quadratic finite element v ( x , y ) 1 E is expressed as to the finite element, the principal directions at the central 
